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ABSTRACT 
Let p be a prime, q=p”, and G=Z, ‘“. We consider partial spreads in 6, i.e. 
collections of pairwise disjoint subgroups of order Q”. It is shown that the maximum 
size of such a collection is exactly p” + 1. The method of proof consists in representing 
partial spreads in G by invertible n X n matrices over E, and in finding a close 
relation to (ordinary) partial spreads over Z,. Geometrically, partial spreads over Z, 
correspond to homogeneous translation nets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group of order s2 (written additively), and let Vi,. . . , U, be 
subgroups of order s of G. One calls U = { V,, . . . , U, } a partial congruence 
partition of degree r and order s [for short, an (s, r)-pep] provided that the V, 
are pairwise disjoint, i.e. 
q l-l uj = (0) (equivalently, V, + Uj = G) (I) 
for i f j. We call the V, the components of U. A pep U is said to be maximal 
if no further component may be added. To avoid trivialities, we shall always 
assume that r > 3. 
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The best-known examples of pep’s arise in elementary abelian groups: If 
G is Z “,“, a pep is the same as a partial spread in G [to be precise, a partial 
(n - l>spread]. Partial spreads have been studied extensively; see e.g. 
Beutelspacher [3], Bruen [7], Hirschfeld [12], Jungnickel [14], and the litera- 
ture cited there. The case of pep’s in general groups has been considered by 
Sprague [ 171, Jungnickel [13, 151, and Frohardt [ll]. 
It should be noted that pep’s admit an interesting geometric interpreta- 
tion. Let U be an (s, r)-pep in G, and define an incidence structure 
D = D(U) as follows: 
D=(G,{q+ x:x~G,i=l,..., r}, E). 
Then D is a Bruck net of order s and degree r. (See Bruck [4] and Beth, 
Jungnickel, and Lenz [2] for details on nets.) In other words, D consists of s2 
points (the elements of G) and TS lines (the cosets V, + x) which are 
partitioned into r parallel classes of s lines each (the cosets of the r 
subgroups Vi); each parallel class partitions the point set, and any two 
nonparallel lines intersect in precisely one point. Moreover, D(U) is in fact a 
translation net with translation group G: G acts as a point-regular collineation 
group of D fixing each parallel class (by right translation). It is easy to see 
that each translation net may be represented in this way (see e.g. [2, X.9.41 or 
[17]). Thus the geometric problem of studying translation nets is equivalent 
to the combinatorial problem of studying groups with pcp’s. 
Again, the best-known examples of translation nets are those correspond- 
ing to partial spreads. This goes back to Andre [l], who used spreads (i.e. 
partial spreads where the union of the components covers all of G) to 
represent affine translation planes; see also Bruck and Bose [5, 61, Hirschfeld 
[12], and Liineburg [16]. Translation nets corresponding to partial spreads 
have been studied by Bruen [8-lo] and Jungnickel [ 141 among other authors. 
Translation nets in general were considered by Sprague [17] and Jungnickel 
[13, 151. 
It can be shown that pep’s with large values of r can only occur in 
elementary abelian groups; e.g., if r > s - 6 or if r > s/( p - l), where p is 
the smallest prime dividing s, then G has to be elementary abelian (see [14, 
Theorem 2.11 and [15, Theorem 3.51, respectively.) In the present paper, we 
shall only consider abelian groups G; then already r > & + 1 suffices to force 
G to be elementary abelian (see [13, Theorem 5.51). It is easy to see that in 
the abelian case all components q are isomorphic and that G is the direct 
sum of any two components. Thus the structure of G is prescribed by the 
type of the components. 
In this paper, we shall consider the case where the components are direct 
sums of copies of Z Q (4 = p”, p a prime). (It is easy to see that in the abelian 
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case one can restrict attention to pgroups, since any pep of degree r will 
induce a pep of degree r on any Sylow subgroup; cf. [13] or [17].) Thus let 
G = Zy; our main result will be that each pep in G has at most p” + 1 
components, where equality is possible. This result will be obtained by 
representing a pep in G by a collection of invertible n x n matrices over Z Q 
and by establishing a close connection with partial spreads in the group H p. 
It turns out that the theory of pep’s in G is quite parallel to that of partial 
spreads (or spreads) over k, given by Bruck and Bose [S, 61. For this reason, 
we shall call an (s, r)-pep in hi” a partial spread over Z ,+ the corresponding 
translation nets might be called homogeneous translation nets. 
2. A MATRIX REPRESENTATION 
Let u,,. .., U, be a partial spread in the group G = Z tn, where q = pa, p 
a prime. As already mentioned, all components are then isomorphic to 
U = Z :. We may consider U as the additive group of the free module of rank 
n over H,; the elements of U may be taken to be the column vectors 
u=(u,,..., u,)r. Then G=U@U, and w.1.o.g. Vi= {(u,o):u~U} and 
us= {(O,ff):uEU}. 
Now let V be any other component. Since V and Us are disjoint, we have 
v= {(u,f(u)):uEu} 
for a suitable mapping f: U + U. [Assuming (u, u) and (u, u’) E V, we would 
obtain (0,~ - 0’) E V n U,, a contradiction for v # u’. For reasons of cardi- 
nality, V then has to contain an element of the form (u, u) for each u E U.] 
Similarly, since V and U, are disjoint, we see that f has to be one-to-one, 
hence a bijection. Since U and V are groups, V has to contain the element 
(u,f(u))+(u’,f(u’)) L (u+fLf(u+u’>> 
for all u, u’ E U; thus f is an automorphism of U. Moreover, since Z, is 
cyclic, f is in fact an automorphism of the free module of rank n over Z,, 
and may thus be written in the form f(u) = Au for some invertible n X n 
matrix A over Z,. 
Thus we obtain invertible n X n matrices A,, . . . , A, over Z 9 such that 
Vi= {(u,A,u):u~U} for i=3,...,r. 
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Since Vi and Ui are disjoint for i + j, we have to have Aiu f A ju for all 
u E U, which implies that the mapping u + (A i - A j) u is one-to-one, hence 
a bijection. Therefore Ai - Aj is an invertible matrix, too, whenever i # j. 
Conversely, it is easily checked that given a set of matrices A,, . . , A, 
satisfying the conditions just stated one may construct a partial spread over 
h 4. Thus we have proved the following result which generalizes the standard 
matrix description of (partial) spreads over Z, (cf. Bruck and Bose [5, 61): 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A,, . . . . A, be invertible n X n matrices over H y such 
that Ai - A j is invertible too whenever i # j. 
{u = (u,, . . .) U”)? ul,. . .) u, E Z4}’ 
Put CJ=Z;= 
G = U@U, U, = {(t&O): u E U}, 
U,= ((0,u):u~U). and U,= {(u,A~u):uEU} for i=3,...,r. Then 
U r, . . . , CJ, is a partial spread in G; moreover, every partial spread in G may 
be represented in this way. 
3. REDUCTION mod p 
Using Theorem 2.1, we will now establish a close connection between 
partial spreads over Z 4 and partial spreads over hp. Thus let U,, . . . , U, be a 
partial spread in G = Z t”, represented by matrices A,3, . . , A r as in Theorem 
2.1. We may consider the matrices Ai as matrices with integer entries. Since 
A, is invertible over h ~, its determinant det, Ai over Z 4 is a unit. Since 
det v Ai is the reduction modulo q of the determinant det E Ai of A, over the 
integers, we see that det z Ai is not divisible by p. Now denote by B, the 
reduction of A, modulo p (componentwise). Then det p Bi, the determinant 
of B, over Z p, is f 0 in h p, and thus B, is an invertible matrix over Z,. 
Similarly, B, - Bj is an invertible matrix over Z p whenever i f j, since the 
corresponding condition holds for the Ai - A j (over h 4). Thus B,, . . , B, 
describes a partial spread over Z,, by Theorem 2.1. Thus we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The existence of a partial spread with r components in 
Et” implies that of a partial spread with r components in Z “,“. 
Since any partial spread in Z “,” has at most p” + 1 components (as is well 
known and easily seen by counting), we have: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let U,, . . , U, be a partial spread in H %‘I, q = p”. Then 
oneha.sr=sp”+l. 
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Note that Corollary 3.2 is a special case of [13, Proposition 5.31. The 
present method of proof has the advantage that it allows us also to prove a 
converse of Proposition 3.1, i.e. to “lift” partial spreads over Z, to partial 
spreads over Z,. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume the existence of a partial spread with r 
components in ZE”, p a prime. Then there also exists a partial spread with r 
components in Zz”, where q = pa, a an arbitrary positive integer. 
Proof. Let vi,..., i?r be a partial spread in ZF, represented by invert- 
ible n X n matrices A,,.. ., A, over Z, as in Theorem 2.1. We may regard 
A s,. . . , A, as matrices over the integers; then det Ai and det( A, - Aj) 
(i # j) are not divisible by p. Thus, viewing the Ai as matrices over Z,, 
det, Ai and det,( Ai - Aj) are units in Z,. Hence the A, and Ai - Aj are 
invertible over Z, and may be used to construct the desired partial spread in 
Z $“, via Theorem 2.1. n 
Summing up, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let U,,. . . , U, be a partial spread in Zt”, described by 
matrices A,, . . . , A, as in Theorem 2.1. Denote by Bi the matrix obtained 
j&m Ai by reducing all entries mod p (q = p”, p a prime). Then B,, . . . , B, 
determine a partial spread v,,. . . , ur in Z in. Moreover, every partial spread 
in Z f” arises in this manner. Finally, a partial spread in Z in is maximal if 
and only if the corresponding partial spread in Z F is maximal. 
As a corollary, we immediately have: 
THEOREM 3.5. The maximum size of a partial spread in Zi”, where 
q = pa, p a prime, is precisely p” + 1. 
Note that this shows that the bound of Corollary 3.2 is best possible. This 
was previously known only for the case n = a = 2 (see [13, 5.71). Note that it 
seems difficult (if at all possible) to “lift” a partial spread over i2 p directly to 
Z,, without using the matrix representation of Section 2. It is certainly not 
possible to define q just as the subgroup of Zi” generated by q (where one 
considers the elements of ZE as elements of Zt”). The converse process is 
much simpler: Our arguments imply that it is indeed possible to obtain a 
partial spread in i!? from one in Z, 2” by just reducing all components of the 
elements of Zi” (viewed as vectors of length 2n) modulo p. 
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4. PARTIAL SPREADS OVER W, 
Let A,,..., A, be a set of n X n matrices over Z p defining a partial 
spread with r components in ZE as in Theorem 2.1. Viewing the Ai as 
matrices over Z Zp+Zp3,..., the method of the preceding section yields a 
series of parti;’ spreads U, = { U{“), . . . , V/‘)} over Z ,, for a = 1,2,..., 
defining corresponding translation nets D, with tran&tion group G, = 
(H pcz)2”. Denote by r#~~,: BP,+1 --j Z,, the natural epimorphism (i.e., reduction 
mod p”). Then we have the sequence of groups 
+1 +2 H,cZpntZpa~ . .. tW P 
with inverse limit U-I,, the ring of padic integers. Of course, we may also 
view the Ai as matrices over W + this gives a partial spread U = { Vi,. . . , U, } 
in I-I p and an associated translation net D. Then the $a induce correspond- 
ing epimorphisms 4, of the translation nets constructed, and we have the 
sequence 
of translation nets, with inverse limit D. Moreover, every translation net over 
the p-adic integers is essentially of this type: It is described by invertible 
matrices over RI p, and we obtain it as an inverse limit by using the reductions 
of these matrices mod p, mod p2, mod p3, etc. 
This rather curious observation may have a little interest, since inverse 
limits of geometric structures have been studied several times in the last 
years. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We conclude this paper with a problem and a few remarks. Corollary 3.2 
is a special case of the following result proved by the author in [13, 
Proposition 5.31: 
RESULT 5.1. Let U be an abelian pgroup for type ( aI,. . . , a,) with 
a,>a,> e-e >a,. Ifa,= ... =an, put h = n; otherwise let h be defined 
by requiring aI = a. ’ = a,, > ah+l. Assume the existence of a pep with r 
components in G = U@U. Then r < ph + 1. 
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Theorem 3.5 shows that Result 5.1 is best possible in case al = . . . = a,. 
It would be interesting to know if this is true for arbitrary types. As a simple 
consequence of Result 5.1, one obtains a result already mentioned in the 
introduction (see [13, 5.51): 
COROLLARY 5.2. Assume the existence of a pep with we than & + 1 
components in an abelian group G of order s2. Then G is elementary abelian. 
Again, Theorem 3.5 shows that this result is best possible. Using Result 
5.1, one may also obtain the following result; the simple proof will be left to 
the reader. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Assume the existence of a pep with exactly 6 + 1 
components in an abelian group G of order s2. Then G is either elementary 
abelian or a direct sum of copies of a group Z ,,z, where p is a prime. 
It would be nice to characterize the abelian groups which are direct sums 
of copies of groups ZPu in a similar way (using pep’s). This seems, however, 
not possible. For instance, we may take s = p6 and observe that we have 
pep’s with p2 + 1 components in each of the groups Z g, Z$, Z$, and 
Z $@ Hz. (The last of these is obtained by taking the direct sums of 
corresponding components of a pep with p2 + 1 components in Zi2 and a 
pep with p2 + 1 components in ZE, respectively.) 
Note added in proofi The problem mentioned in Section 5 is settled in the 
paper “Translation nets and fixed-point-free group automorphisms” by R. A. 
Bailey and D. Jungnickel (submitted), where the maximum number of 
components of a pep in G x G is determined for every abelian group G. 
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